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Abstract 
Usability is a software system quality attribute. There are usability issues that have an impact not only 
on the user interface but also on the core functionality of applications. In this paper, three web 
applications were developed to discover patterns for implementing two usability functionalities with an 
impact on core functionality: Abort Operation and Progress Feedback. We applied an inductive process 
in order to identify reusable elements to implement the selected functionalities. For communication 
purposes, these elements are specified as design and programming patterns (PHP, VB .NET and Java). 
Another two web applications were developed in order to evaluate the patterns. The evaluation explores 
several issues such as ease of pattern understanding and ease of pattern use, as well as the final result of 
the applications.  
We found that it is feasible to reuse the identified solutions specified as patterns. The results also show 
that usability functionalities have features, like the level of coupling with the application or the 
complexity of each component of the solution, that simplify or complicate their implementation. In this 
case, the Abort Operation functionality turned out to be more feasible to implement than the Progress 
Feedback functionality. 
 
Keywords: Software Engineering; Design patterns; Programming Patterns; Usability; Abort 
Operation; Progress Feedback. 
 
1. Introduction 
Usability is a critical software system quality attribute in highly interactive systems (Juristo et al., 
2007a). Usability is defined in ISO Standard 9241-210 (ISO, 2010) as “the extent to which a 
system, product or service can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”. SE originally considered 
that a satisfactory level of usability could be achieved by including usability features in the design 
of the user interface (UI). In this scheme of things, it was sufficient to use strategies that separated 
the UI from the core functionality of the applications. 
 
It was later established that the separation strategy is not good enough to output a usable system, 
and there are usability issues that should be tackled as of the early development process activities 
(Juristo et al., 2007a) because they affect the core functionality of the applications. A usability 
issue with impact on the software system core that is not taken into account early on in the 
development process will generate high costs, and the new system is unlikely to implement all its 
features (John et al., 2009). 
 
The literature abounds with studies that deal with usability in early development process activities 
and present high-level solutions. Some of the proposals for including usability in software 
development are introduced as guidelines or patterns. For example, Juristo et al. (2007b) propose 
guidelines for eliciting requirements and Bass et al. (2001) and Folmer et al. (2003) introduce 
architectural patterns for including usability functionalities such as aggregating commands, 
cancelling commands, predicting task duration and verifying resources. Other approaches tackle 
activities later on in the development process. Thus, Juristo et al. (2007a) analyse the impact of 
usability issues on detailed design, and Folmer et al. (2006) present final implementations as an 
example to help establish the implications of usability for system architecture. 
 
This research is a continuation of the effort to address usability issues that affect software system 
functionality within the SE development process. The difference is that it targets the later activities 
of the development process not normally addressed in the literature. We set out to establish whether 
it is possible to find reusable detailed design and programming solutions in order to build 
applications that implement usability functionalities. In this study we also analyse whether the 
identified reusable solutions can be specified as design patterns and programming patterns (D&P 
patterns). Finally, independent developers use the proposed solutions to implement systems for the 
purposes of evaluation. 
 
We selected two usability functionalities called usability mechanisms (UM) (Juristo et al., 2007a), 
which have a major impact on design: Abort Operation (AO) and Progress Feedback (PF). These 
two functionalities cannot be implemented focusing on the UI only. The study is limited to web 
applications. Web applications differ from other application types in that the client side is 
composed of dynamic web pages which are interpreted by a browser and generate particular reuse 
conditions. A web page can be created on the server side or client side depending on the 
programming type or technologies used (W3C, 2014).  
 
The object-oriented design and programming paradigm and three different server-side languages 
are used: PHP, VB.NET and Java. Object-oriented programming encourages reuse (Szyperski, 
2002), and, as all three development projects use the same type of elements, we can look for the 
elements that they have in common. Although PHP was not originally an object-oriented language, 
its latest versions provide for the design and use of classes and methods. The web client side uses 
the Javascript language. 
 
This paper was structured as follows. Section 2 presents the background and work related to our 
proposal. Section 3 describes the research method applied in order to both identify and evaluate the 
reusable elements. Section 4 shows the reusable elements discovered by the research and their 
specification as patterns for the AO and PF UMs. Section 5 describes how the proposed patterns 
were evaluated. Section 6 discusses the results and their evaluation. Section 7 presents the 
conclusions and future work. 
 
2. Background  
 
2.1 Usability mechanisms 
 
The field of human-computer interaction (HCI) has addressed system usability at length. HCI 
guidelines are useful for achieving a satisfactory level of system usability. HCI researchers have 
defined a great many patterns bearing different names: interaction or interaction design patterns 
(Tidwell, 2010; Welie and Trætteberg, 2000), user interface patterns (Laakso, 2003), usability 
patterns (Brighton, 1999; Perzel and Kane, 1999), and web design patterns (Van Duyne et al., 
2006). All these patterns have in common that they offer solutions to specific usability problems, 
although they are described or grouped differently. There are also several pattern libraries for user 
interface design built by companies and available on the web (Yahoo, 2014; Pattern Factory Oy, 
2014; Infragistics, 2015; Toxboe, 2015). 
 
Based on HCI recommendations about how to improve software systems usability, Juristo et al. 
(2007a) identified three categories of recommendations depending on their effect on software 
development: usability recommendations with an impact on the UI, usability recommendations 
with an impact on the development process and usability recommendations with an impact on 
design. They reported empirical evidence of the relationship between usability and software design, 
identified functional usability features (FUF) with a high impact on design and measured their 
impact on real-world applications. The identified functionalities are a product of the HCI 
recommendations. In turn, each HCI author identifies different FUF subtypes. Each subtype has 
been referred to as UM and has a name indicating its functionality. A non-exhaustive list of FUFs 
and their respective mechanisms is presented in (Juristo, et al., 2007b). Table 1 shows the identified 
usability features and their respective mechanisms. 
 
Table 1. Usability mechanisms with an impact on software design 
Usability Feature 
Usability 
Mechanism 
Goal 
Feedback 
System Status To inform users about the internal status of systems. 
Interaction 
To inform users that the systems has registered a user 
interaction, i.e. that the system has heard the user. 
Warning To inform users of any action with important consequences. 
Progress Feedback 
To inform users that the system is processing an action that 
will take some time to complete. 
Undo/Cancel 
 
Global Undo To undo system actions at several levels. 
Object-Specific 
Undo 
To undo several actions on an object. 
Abort Operation 
To cancel the execution of an action or the whole 
application. 
Go Back 
To go back to a particular state in a command execution 
sequence. 
User Input Error 
Prevention /Correction  
Structured Text 
Entry 
To help prevent the user from making data input errors. 
Wizard 
Step-by-Step 
Execution 
To help users to do task that require different steps with user 
input and correct such input. 
User Profile 
Preferences To record each user’s options for using system functions. 
Personal Object 
Space 
To record each user’s options for using the system interface. 
Favourites To record certain places of interest for the user. 
Help Multilevel Help To provide different help levels for different users. 
Command Aggregation 
Command 
Aggregation 
To express possible actions to be taken with the software 
through commands that can be built from smaller parts. 
 
The use of the term usability functionality is potentially controversial, as usability is typically 
construed as being a non-functional requirement. However, Juristo et al. (2007b) established that 
the features listed in Table 1 “represent particular functionalities that can be built into a software 
system to increase usability. Since functional requirements describe the functions that the software 
is to execute, we consider that the usability features in Table 1 should be treated as functional 
requirements (even though they are usability-related requirements). Such functional usability 
requirements need to be explicitly specified, just like any other functionality”. Previous research by 
Bosch and Juristo (2003) and Bass et al. (2004) had already demonstrated the relationship between 
usability and software system functionalities. 
In this paper, we propose D&P patterns to implement two of the UMs listed in Table 1. There are 
another two papers based on the usability functionalities and mechanisms described in Table 1. The 
aim of both papers is to add usability functionalities to software systems, but they take completely 
different approaches. One of the approaches (Carvajal et al., 2014) proposes guidelines for 
developers to incorporate FUFs into each development process activity from the requirements 
elicitation to the design stages. The second approach (Panach et al., 2014) is an extension of Juristo 
et al.’s research for model-driven development (MDD). Their aim is to build usability 
functionalities into software products developed using MDD. 
 
We selected two UMs: Abort Operation, part of the Undo/Cancel FUF, and Progress Feedback, 
part of the Feedback FUF. Both UMs are highlighted in grey in Table 1. The other mechanisms 
belonging to these two FUFs are Global Undo, Object-Specific Undo and Go Back for the 
Undo/Cancel FUF, and System Status, Interaction and Warning for the Feedback FUF. The UMs 
were selected according to three criteria: impact on design in terms of number of affected 
functionalities, which was determined by the characteristics of the use cases to be developed; ease 
of recognition by a system user, and ease of evaluation from the viewpoint of HCI 
recommendations.  
 
In order to apply the first criterion, UM impact on design, we analysed the requirements of the 
three systems under development and the respective elicitation guidelines in order to determine 
which UMs would be more useful for the new web applications. These are UMs that would need to 
be implemented more reliably at application development time. We established three possible 
values: low, medium and high. As regards the ease of recognition by system users, the analysis 
focused on the HCI recommendations associated with each UM in order to determine how many 
and what type of components the UM would have at UI level. Only the components whose 
functionality is executed by means of a UI element were selected. As regards the ease of evaluation 
from the viewpoint of HCI recommendations, we estimated the possible results of final 
implementations in order to establish whether it would be possible to recognize elements of the 
recommendations associated with each UM in the applications. The results of this analysis are 
shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Selection of UMs for implementation 
UM Level of 
impact on 
design 
Ease of recognition by 
users 
Ease of evaluation 
according to HCI 
recommendations 
System Status Low   
Interaction High X X 
Warning Low   
Progress Feedback Medium X X 
Global Undo Low X X 
Object-Specific Undo Low X X 
Abort Operation High X X 
Go Back Low X X 
Structured Text Entry High X  
Step-by-Step Execution Low X X 
Preferences High X X 
Personal Object Space Low X X 
Favourites Low X X 
Multilevel Help Low X X 
Command Aggregation Low X  
 
2.2 Pattern-based reuse 
 
In SE reuse aims to leverage the knowledge and experience gathered about software construction 
over time. Generally, it is about wrapping tested functionalities to be built into different systems, 
functionalities that have likewise been developed using SE methods. One of the benefits of reuse is 
that it cuts costs and boosts productivity by using functionalities that have already been developed 
and tested, cutting software development times and maintenance costs, increasing reliability and 
reducing errors (Postmus and Meijler, 2008; Mellarkod et al., 2007). 
 
There are different concepts and/or terms associated with reuse in the software development 
process, including libraries, toolkits, components, patterns and frameworks. There are overlaps 
between the above terms. For example, depending on the definition of component, a library may be 
classed as a component. A framework may use components and/or specific libraries. Also, 
frameworks may implement patterns, and components may be implemented using one or more 
patterns. 
 
In this paper we have focused on two of these concepts, patterns and libraries. In object-oriented 
design and programming, libraries are a set of classes that cooperate with each other to achieve an 
aim. Microsoft foundation classes that cluster a lot of commonly used classes in a series of 
dynamic link libraries (dll) are one example. Libraries, which can be as complex as several 
operating system layers or very simple with basic utilities, have managed to increase productivity 
substantially (Goodliffe, 2006). 
 
Patterns were originally reported by Christopher Alexander for civil engineering and architecture 
(Alexander, 1979; Alexander et al., 1997) and were later adopted by the software community after 
they were popularized by Gamma et al. (Gamma et al., 1997). There is no one generally accepted 
definition of pattern, but one of the simplest and most commonly used descriptions was given by 
Bushmann et al. (1996): “Each pattern is a three part rule, which expresses a relation between a 
certain context, a problem, and a solution”. Bushmann et al. (1996) claim that “patterns act as 
building-blocks for constructing more complex designs. This method of using predefined design 
artifacts supports the speed and the quality of your design… Patterns help solve problems, but they 
do not provide complete solutions.” In most circumstances, more than one pattern has to be used to 
complete a design.  SE patterns are classed according to the software development process that they 
target. Accordingly, there are analysis patterns, architecture patterns, design patterns and 
programming patterns. 
 
Design patterns deal with recurring software design problems that arise in particular situations. 
They are successful solutions to common problems. In the context of object-oriented programming, 
a design pattern is a description of classes and objects which communicate with each other to solve 
a general design problem in a particular context (Gamma et al., 1997). Design patterns provide a 
tested and documented solution to software development problems that are subject to similar 
contexts. 
 
Programming patterns, also known as idioms, are low-level patterns that describe how to 
implement certain tasks using a particular programming language. These patterns entail the 
development of component parts or component relationships using language features (Bushmann et 
al., 1996). A programming pattern is a known program element that can be used as part of the 
solution to many problems. Programming patterns delve into the implementation details using a 
specific language. They can offer a standalone solution or describe how to implement particular 
aspects of the design pattern components using the programming language features and resources. 
Each pattern can be named and renamed over again and can be rewritten several times based on 
user feedback. On this ground, pattern improvement is a continuous process, and they will evolve 
as technologies change. 
 
When the level of abstraction of the design patterns is low, that is, they provide implementation 
details, they are called implementation-oriented design patterns or sometimes directly 
programming patterns. Examples are the singleton and the iterator patterns (Alur et al., 2003). 
 
In this paper we present reusable solutions for the recurrent problem of implementing particular 
usability functionalities. We present low-level solutions, addressing detailed design and 
programming activities. We have specified the solutions as implementation-oriented design and 
programming patterns. We use a pattern template divided into sections using a naming convention 
that is widely recognized and used in SE: name, problem, context, solution, structure, 
implementation and example. 
 
The solutions that we propose are compatible with the definition of pattern because they are not 
straightforward and have been successfully tried out on more than three systems. The best option 
for such solutions are implementation-oriented design patterns because they detail how to codify 
the design, thus providing helpful guidance and documentation for software developers. In this 
paper, we propose reusable low-level solutions for implementing the AO and PF UMs in web 
applications. Two implementation-oriented design patterns are defined, one for each UM. Based on 
the two implementation-oriented design patterns, we also present three programming patterns for 
each UM leveraging the features of the PHP, VB .NET and Java languages. 
 
2.3 Patterns for SE usability 
 
SE researchers have also conducted numerous studies and proposals for addressing usability using 
patterns. As already mentioned, SE originally considered usability as a feature associated 
exclusively with the UI, and therefore the developed solutions were consistent with the strategy of 
separating the UI from the core functionality of the application. Such solutions can use different 
interfaces for the same functionality and UI-level changes do not affect the application core. 
Examples of these solutions are the model-view-controller (MVC) and the presentation-abstraction-
control (PAC) patterns. Later, however, the separation approach was found to be insufficient for 
implementing, debugging and maintaining some usability features (Bass and John, 2001). 
 
The changes in how usability has been addressed in SE have led to the proposal and research of 
solutions that cover the entire software development cycle from requirements elicitation (Juristo, et 
al., 2007b), through architecture (Biel et al., 2011) (John et al., 2009) (John et al., 2004) (Bass and 
John, 2003) (Bass et al., 2001) and high-level design, to low-level design and implementation 
(Folmer et al., 2006). John et al. (2009) describe a study applying architecture patterns to support 
business-level usability. The results of this study offer a general description of what responsibilities 
the different functional elements must fulfil, but do not propose low-level solutions for 
implementing usability issues. 
 
Bass et al. (Bass and John, 2003) (Bass et al., 2001) identified usability facets that require software 
architectural support rather than UI separation. The authors specify each facet of usability as a 
scenario with a characteristic stimulus and response. They provide an architectural pattern to 
implement each scenario. Examples of these scenarios include aggregating commands, cancelling 
commands and using applications concurrently. The abort operation mechanism defined in Juristo 
et al. (2007b) matches Bass and John’s cancelling command scenario. As we explain later in the 
reported research, we define a set of application scenarios for each UM. We use the term scenario 
with a different meaning to Bass and John. Our scenarios refer to specific use cases generated by 
the UM implementation within applications. Although the notion of scenario differs from one paper 
to the other, the responsibilities of the architecture pattern components proposed by Bass et al. for 
the canceling commands scenario are equivalent in several respects to the responsibilities identified 
in this paper for the AO UM.  
 
The STATUS project (STATUS Project, 2001) is in keeping with the above research. It examined 
the relationship between software architecture and usability and presented an approach for 
improving usability applying a specified design process. The STATUS project advocates that 
usability should be accounted for early on in the development process and brings forward the 
evaluation/improvement cycle to the system architecture phase. It proposes guidelines (Juristo et al., 
2007b) for eliciting usability functionalities prior to architecture definition. These guidelines are 
useful for adding usability functionalities from the very the first stage of the development process, 
namely requirements elicitation. 
 
We find that hardly any of the above-mentioned HCI and SE patterns provide details on low-level 
software design or implementation. This means that architects and designers developing new 
software systems are not going to have enough information, particularly as regards usability issues 
that have an impact on software architecture and design, in order to evaluate the impact of building 
a usability feature into the system. 
 
In this respect, Folmer et al. (2006) put forward the concept of bridge patterns as an extension of 
HCI patterns showing generic implementations for highlighting troublesome issues and their 
solutions. In order to describe these bridge patterns, they added two sections to the HCI pattern 
definition: architectural implications and an example of the specific implementation in terms of 
classes and objects and/or in terms of technologies or techniques used. Their aim was to help 
software architects to evaluate the implications of the pattern in their particular context and decide 
whether they need to modify the architecture to accommodate the pattern. They intended to provide 
an instrument for improving communication at the boundary between SE and HCI.  
 
Our research follows Folmer et al.’s approach in that it provides real implementations, but, unlike 
Folmer, we set out not only to clarify for software architects the potential implications of usability 
functionality for systems architecture and design, but also provide an implementation-level solution 
that can be reused as both a low-level design pattern and a reusable code library. 
 
3. Research approach  
We used a three-stage inductive research method in order to tackle the first objective of searching 
for reusable elements to implement the AO and PF UMs, whereby we implemented case studies in 
order to induce a general solution. This solution was evaluated in a fourth phase (see Fig. 1). In the 
following we briefly summarize these phases, although the detailed description of their 
development is beyond the scope of this paper. Here we report the final results and their evaluation. 
These results include application scenarios, implementation-oriented design patterns, programming 
patterns and libraries. 
 
Phase I. The usability functionality elicitation guidelines for the two selected UMs and a set of real 
requirements for three web applications constitute the input for this phase. During this phase we 
developed the three applications assuring the traceability of the elements related to the usability 
functionalities across the different development process activities: elicitation and specification, 
architecture and design, and implementation. In requirements elicitation and specification the 
functionalities related to each UM are marked with different font types. In design the components 
related to the UMs are marked with a different colour in both the class diagram and the sequence 
diagrams. Additionally, the code is carefully documented during implementation in order to single 
out code that is related to usability functionalities. 
 
We developed three case studies which are all interactive web applications. The first is an indicator 
administration system designed to create simple indicators and data and classify, query and import 
data. The system was built in PHP 5 and has a MySql database. The second case study is a web 
system for generating payment variables and can update and manage payroll information, 
calculating information on overtime, nights, weekends and work days. The system was built in 
Visual Basic .NET and has a Microsoft SQL database. The third case study is a healthy food 
electronic commerce system. It is a subscriber system that creates and maintains data on a 
subscriber’s state of health, recommends a healthy diet, and provides several options for healthy 
food purchases and deliveries. The system was built in Java and has a Postgress database. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Research method 
 
Phase II. The three web applications with the two built-in UMs from Phase 1 are the input for this 
phase. In this phase, we are looking for elements that are common to all three implementations at 
the requirements definition, design decisions, responsibilities, classes, interactions, attributes and 
code level. The elements for implementing usability functionalities that are considered to be 
reusable constitute the output of this phase. As we are using object-oriented design and 
programming, the functionalities related to UMs are encapsulated in some classes of each 
application. Thanks to this we can establish the type of design used, single out the elements related 
to the UM and determine the type of interaction between the functionalities of each UM and the 
core functionalities of the applications.  
 
Phase III. The common and reusable elements discovered in Phase 2 are the input for this phase. 
During this phase these elements are specified as implementation-oriented design and 
programming patterns. The aim behind this specification is to efficiently communicate the results 
for use in other development projects. Another two reusable elements are output on top of the 
patterns: a set of application scenarios and code snippets that are wrapped as libraries for each UM. 
The application scenarios represent all cases related to the usability functionalities across all three 
of the developed applications. These cases are the result of combining the questions stated in the 
usability functionality elicitation guidelines with their possible responses. Responses depend on the 
requirements of each application and, in some cases, the technology to be used. 
 
Phase IV. We use a case study methodology (Runeson and Höst, 2009) for the second objective of 
validating the solutions. The proposed solutions are evaluated for exploratory purposes. The aim is 
to discover what happens when using implementation-oriented design patterns and programming 
patterns to develop web applications in order to implement the AO and PF Ums. The case studies 
evaluate three key issues: ease of understanding of each pattern, ease of use of each pattern and the 
impact on the developed web application. 
 
The first issue, ease of pattern understanding, aims to determine what problems or obstacles 
developers face in order to comprehend the patterns, which additional activities or mechanisms are 
necessary in order to comprehend the patterns and how their ease of understanding might be 
improved. Another aim is to establish a measure of the time it takes for developers to understand 
the patterns.  
 
The second issue, ease of use of each pattern, aims to determine what problems or obstacles 
developers face when they use the patterns, what facilities there are for pattern use, and which 
problem-solving artefacts they really use and in which development process activities. It also 
defines whether other artefacts need to be created and/or the solution needs to be modified in order 
to be used effectively, as well as how the ease of pattern use might be improved. Another aim is to 
measure the time taken to implement the pattern, the perceived difficulty and the impact of the 
usability functionality on the final application. 
 
The third issue, final result, aims to establish whether the final applications include the specified 
usability functionalities. We also determine whether the developers find the patterns useful and 
whether they would use them in future developments. Another aim is to measure the complexity of 
the solution. The evaluation of these three issues is detailed in Section 5. 
 
The problem context is highly interactive web applications developed using the object-oriented 
paradigm. We asked two independent developers to implement two web applications (units of 
analysis) based on real requirements and including functionalities associated with the two proposed 
UMs. The results of the first part of the research (patterns) were used for the purposes of evaluation. 
So, developers were given a document containing the implementation-oriented design pattern and 
programming patterns for the language that they selected for each UM. The document also 
contained the functionality elicitation guidelines for each UM and the application scenarios. They 
were also given reusable code wrapped up in libraries. 
 
The independent developers had programming experience. The developers built the case studies as 
part of their Madrid Technical University (UPM) master’s theses. One of the developers holds a BS 
in Computer Science and Engineering, a MS in Computer Science and Engineering and is taking 
the UPM’s MS in Information Technologies, has five years’ professional experience in software 
programming and design, is familiar with Visual Basic, Visual Basic .Net, Java, TeamUp, 
Javascript, MatLab, HTML and XSLT and was acquainted with the concept of usability before 
starting the case study. The other developer holds a BS in Computer Systems Analysis and is 
taking a BS in Computer Science and Engineering and the UPM’s MS in Software and Systems, 
has four years of professional experience in programming and two years in software design, is 
fluent in Java, PHP and Visual FoxPro, acquainted with Visual Basic, C#, C, C++, Javascript and 
Perl, and unfamiliar with the concept of usability. Neither of the developers had previous 
experience in the use of design patterns and only one of them had used programming patterns. 
 
One of the applications is an office supplies order control system for a nationwide company with 
offices in a number of cities around the country. The primary goal is to automate the office supplies 
query, order and reception system. The developer was given a preliminary requirements document 
containing 13 functionalities. The second application study is a software project requirements 
administration system. The system is able to define projects, make requests, specify and monitor 
requirements and administer the related documents. The goal is to improve communication 
between project team members and with customers. The developer was given a preliminary 
requirements document containing 14 functionalities. 
 
The developers used different programming languages and development models. One of them used 
the Visual Basic .Net language and the incremental development model, whereas the other used the 
Java language and the waterfall model. Each application was developed over six months. Each 
developer met with the user and the researcher several times. Meetings were audio recorded. At the 
meetings with the researcher, the developers were allowed to ask anything they liked about the use 
of the elicitation guidelines, scenarios and/or patterns. Developers also met another researcher who 
evaluated progress and advised on the process. At these meetings the principal investigator acted 
primarily as an observer. 
 
4. Design and programming (D&P) patterns 
During the first part of the research we managed to find common elements regarding the AO and 
PF UMs across all three developed web applications. We found that the description of the usability 
functionalities in the elicitation guidelines (Juristo, et al., 2007b) is still too general for the purposes 
of implementation. Analysing the requirements after implementing the usability functionalities, we 
observe that the functionality of each UM could be decomposed into more detailed application 
scenarios. Each combination of responses to the elicitation guideline questions generates an 
application scenario that may or may not be applicable depending on the software system in 
question. Trees with the identified combinations were built to give an overview of the discovered 
scenarios. Each scenario has a name identifying its functionality and is described by sequence 
diagrams.  
 
The analysis of the classes and responsibilities reveals that class designs cover similar 
responsibilities for each UM in all three developments. We find that the extracted responsibilities 
overlap or are complementary, thereby providing a set of general responsibilities that cover the UM 
functionality across all three applications. We can then extract a general design based on the design 
of the three applications. The generic designs are specified as design or more specifically 
implementation-oriented design patterns.  
 
After we had defined the implementation-oriented design patterns, we conducted a backward 
analysis to adapt the design and the code of each developed application to the proposed design 
pattern. The aim was to cluster the functionalities, design and code according to the design pattern 
components. The outcome was a programming pattern for each of the languages used for the two 
UMs. The end result was two implementation-oriented design patterns and three programming 
patterns for each UM. 
 
Because the implemented systems are web applications, the results at programming level were 
different for the client side and the server side. Whereas the server-side design and code is very 
much influenced by the features of the language used ––PHP, VB .NET and Java––, leading to 
variations not only in the code but also in the design, the only language used on the client side is 
Javascript, and we were able to unify the code for all three applications into a single client-side 
code for all three applications. This code was wrapped up in a single library for each UM.  
 
In the following we show for each UM the scenarios, responsibilities, classes that meet these 
responsibilities, referred to generically as components, and the common design specified as a 
pattern. We will also describe some of the features of the programming patterns. 
 
4.1. Abort Operation UM 
 
The AO UM focuses on enabling the user to cancel an operation, a command or exit the application 
in a safe and predictable manner. The elicitation guideline for the AO UM divides the questions 
into three levels: application, operation and command. At the application level, the guideline 
indicates that users should be asked whether an option for exiting the application is necessary and, 
if it is, how the option will be displayed to the user. According to the HCI recommendation 
associated with the elicitation question, the option to quit must be immediately and obviously 
available, even if modal dialogues are used. If the quit option is selected after data have been 
modified, the save option must be displayed. The operation level refers to actions that involve the 
execution of one or more steps within an application, each of which requires interaction with the 
user. Each action has the effect of changing the state of the application, either by modifying 
database information, changing configuration parameters or altering application or session 
variables for web applications. Finally, the command level refers to an instruction or order that the 
user gives the application by means of a single interaction, that is, pressing a button, clicking on a 
link, selecting a menu item or any other option offered by the application. 
 
We analysed the application requirements specifications and found that the AO UM functionality is 
coupled with application functionalities. Table 3 shows a requirement specification for one of the 
systems, where item 6.1 under Alternative Paths denotes functionality associated with the AO UM. 
This is the same behaviour as is observed for all the requirements of all three applications. We find 
that the UM elicitation guideline questions used to elicit all the UM-related functionalities generate 
a large number of cases or scenarios. 
 
Table 3. Example requirement specification with UM-related functionalities. 
Identifier: CU26 Essential/Desirable: Essential Priority: High 
Use Case Name: Import indicator data 
Author/Modifier: Francy Rodríguez 
Date: 21-03-2009 
Category (Visible/Invisible): Visible Actors: Administrator, user 
Summary: 
Allows an application administrator or user to import indicator data from a flat file 
Preconditions: 
Valid user on the system who has the necessary permits to execute the operation. 
Postconditions: 
Flat file data are saved to system, if correct. 
Basic Event Sequence 
User System 
1. The actor selects the import option from the 
menu on the left of the navigation window 
which pops up after pressing the 
Administration option. 
2. The system opens a page to which the information to be 
imported can be copied. 
3. The actor copies the information to be 
imported.  
4. The actor presses the Process option  
5. The system starts to import data. 
6. The system displays a modal window with a progress 
bar and cancel button. 
7. Import ends and the system displays an “operation 
successfully completed” message. 
Alternative Paths 
6.1 The actor presses the modal window Cancel option, the system does not save changes and reverts to the 
previous state. 
Exception Paths 
5.1 If data import errors are detected, the system displays an error message and reverts to the previous state. 
Extension Points 
 
Draft graphical user interface 
 
 
From the analysis of all the scenarios, it was found that there were four issues that together 
generated the different cases: whether or not there were changes to be saved when the user uses the 
AO functionality, whether or not the user wants to save those changes, whether or not the changes 
are successfully saved and the source of the request. We identified a total of 22 AO UM scenarios, 
of which were 16 operation-level scenarios, five were application-level scenarios and one was a 
command-level scenario. The difference between the number of operation- and application-level 
scenarios is due to the fact that there are four possible sources at operation level (dialogue box 
containing a Cancel button, form containing a Cancel button, selection of another application 
option and Clear button) rather than just the one at application level (Exit option).  
 
Fig. 2 shows the operation-level scenario tree. The elements represented in rounded rectangles 
denote the four issues which together generate the different cases. The elements illustrated in 
sharp-angled rectangles denote the messages and final application states in each case. Fig. 2 
highlights the FormCancelOpButtonSavedChanges scenario, where the source of the Cancel 
operation is a button on a form, there are unsaved changes, the changes are to be saved and the 
changes are successfully saved. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Operational-level scenarios tree for the AO UM 
 
The identified responsibilities for a system to meet the recommendations associated with the AO 
UM are: 
 
 Listen to the user actions to determine when to quit the application, cancel an operation or 
cancel a command. 
 Know whether or not there are changes to be saved at any time. 
 If there are changes to be saved, ask the user whether or not to save these changes and know 
which action to take depending on the user response. 
 Know the previous and current state of the application. 
 Know how to save changes irrespective of the operation or command that is being executed. 
 
The identified components for meeting the identified responsibilities are: 
 
 ChangesChecker, which updates and reports changes to be saved in the application. 
 CancelHandler, which saves changes if operations are aborted and gets the system into a state 
that is predictable and safe for users. 
 UndoCancelFUF, which receives requests to abort operation (quit or cancel), asks the 
ChangesChecker component if there are any changes, asks users if they want to save changes 
and calls the respective method. 
 StepHistory, which updates and provides information on the previous and current states of the 
application. 
 
The interaction between components is modelled based on the application scenarios identified for 
the AO UM. Each scenario is described by means of a sequence diagram. Fig. 3 shows the 
sequence diagram for the FormCancelOpButtonSavedChanges scenario, which is highlighted in the 
tree in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Sequence diagram for FormCancelOpButtonSavedChanges scenario 
 
The resulting design for the AO UM is shown in Table 4 under the structure heading. At attribute 
level, we found that although their definition varies depending on the technology used, it is also 
consistent on several points. For example, an attribute in the class that encapsulates the main 
methods for dealing with an abort operation request is used in all three cases to store the necessary 
information for saving the changes, although it is implemented differently in each case. The same 
applies to the instruction for closing a dialogue box or quitting the application. 
 
Table 4 shows the unified design proposed for the Abort Operation UM specified as a pattern. The 
pattern template has different sections: name, target problem description and context, solution, 
structure, implementation and related patterns. The solution section details the responsibilities to be 
fulfilled by the usability functionality. The structure section includes the proposed design. As this is 
an implementation-oriented design pattern, it includes an implementation section that specifies the 
steps necessary to codify the proposed design. 
 
Programming patterns differ from design patterns with respect to two key aspects. First, the design 
provided in the programming pattern may vary slightly from the structure proposed in the design 
pattern because programming language assets can be leveraged making it unnecessary to use all the 
components of the original design. In order to illustrate these differences, Fig. 4 shows the 
programming pattern design for AO UM in VB .Net. Compared to the design proposed under the 
structure heading in Table 4, no StepHistory class is necessary because the language itself provides 
the information on the previous application state. For the design of each programming pattern and 
their differences from the design proposed in Table 4, see the full documentation of each 
programming pattern for the AO UM in the Java, PHP and VB .NET languages available at 
http://www.grise.upm.es/sites/extras/7/PP_AO_Java.pdf, http://www.grise.upm.es/sites/extras/7/ 
PP_AO_PHP.pdf and http://www.grise.upm.es/sites/extras/7/PP_AO_VB_NET.pdf, respectively. 
Table 4. Abort Operation UM design pattern. 
NAME Abort Operation UM 
PROBLEM The user must be able to exit an application, operation or command immediately and quickly.  
CONTEXT Highly interactive web applications 
SOLUTION 
Components are required to fulfil the responsibilities associated with the UM. They are: 
 A component to update and report on whether there are any changes to be saved in the application. 
 A component that queries whether there any changes to be saved and asks the user whether to save the changes after 
an abort operation request. 
 A component that knows everything it needs to know in order to save the changes, if any, after an operation is 
aborted. 
 A component that knows the next application state after an operation is aborted irrespective of whether or not there 
are any changes and whether or not they are to be saved. 
 A component that knows what the previous system state was. 
STRUCTURE 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
1. Create a singleton UndoCancelFUF class. 
2. Create a ChangesChecker that updates and provides information on application changes. 
3. Create a StepHistory class that updates and provides information on the previous system state. 
4. Create a CancelHandler class that knows how to save operations, clear fields and close dialogues, and which is 
the next system state after an operation is aborted. 
5. Implement the UndoCancelFUF class methods to operate as a façade for the CancelHandler, StepHistory and 
ChangesChecker classes. 
6. Implement the right functionality in each changeable part of the application (controllers for MVC) so that the 
state of ChangesChecker is updated if anything in the application is changed. 
7. Implement the right functionality so that the system always knows which method to use or which action to take to 
save a change if an operation is cancelled or the application is quit. This can be done using the CancelHandler 
class. 
8. Implement the right functionality so that the system knows which method to use or which action to take at any 
time in order to close a dialogue box, if any. This can be done using the CancelHandler class. 
9. Implement the right functionality so that the system knows how to clear form fields or active dialogue boxes at 
any time. This can be done using the CancelHandler class. 
10. Implement the right system functionality to save the latest state during application navigation so that this data 
item is available if it is necessary to restore a previous state. This can be saved in the StepHistory class. 
 
Fig. 4. Design of programming pattern for AO UM in VB .Net  
 
The second distinctive feature of the programming pattern is that it has an additional section named 
example, which illustrates the code associated with each item described in the design pattern 
implementation section. The programming pattern example section lists the items of the 
implementation-oriented design pattern implementation one by one, together with their associated 
code and comments or examples to help programmers understand the solution. Table 5 shows an 
excerpt from the programming pattern example section for the Java AO UM. Note that this excerpt 
refers to item 7 of the design pattern implementation section and illustrates the documented code 
for different possible scenarios.  
 
Table 5. Excerpt from the Java AO UM programming pattern example section 
EXAMPLE 
7. (…)Implement the right functionality so that the system always knows which method to use or which action to take to save 
a change if an operation is cancelled or the application is quit. This can be done using the CancelHandler class.  
//Examples are presented below for each of the specified cases. 
FORM CONTAINING CANCEL BUTTON CASE 
// 7.1. On each page where information can be changed or created and cancelled, define an element that knows how to save the 
changes and go back to the previous state. In the example below, the method to be executed is updateCancel and is associated 
with a hidden commandLink: 
<h:commandLink id="updateCancel" style="visibility: hidden" 
action="#{clienteController.updateCancel}"/> 
//This method is different to the normal update method, because it always goes back to the previous state and consults the 
StepHistoryContext bean to find out which the previous state was (see 7.4)  
//7.2. Save the element id as a save instruction. When the application goes back to the previous state and has to save changes, it 
has to call the saved click event element. In this example the element was created in step 7.1 and its use is illustrated in the 
CancelHandler class, ExecuteCancel event, origin= FormCancelOpButton. 
undoCancelFUF.SetSaveInstruction({buttonCancel:'updateCancel', 
buttonClean:'updateClean', saveChanges:'saveChanges'}); 
//The saveInstruction attribute is an array of values, and the value is CancelButton in this case. The other values are explained in 
the following steps  
//7.3. Now create a cancel button, which, in the onclick event, calls to the ExecuteCancel function of the UndoCancelFUF façade 
with the respective parameters: the first parameter is type, which is in this case is a button on a form (FormCancelButton), and the 
second parameter is null because it is not required. 
<h:commandButton type="button" value="Cancel" 
onclick="JavaScript:undoCancelFUF.ExecuteCancel(OriginCancelType.ButtonCancelForm, 
null); " /> 
. 
. 
(…) 
4.2. Progress Feedback UM 
 
The PF UM informs the user either graphically or textually of the progress of a process. As regards 
context, the PF functionality should be implemented when a process executing within an 
application is likely to block the UI for longer than two seconds. According to the elicitation 
guideline, the questions to be asked are: Which tasks are likely to take longer than two seconds? 
Which of the identified tasks are critical? How will the user be informed that the process has 
finished? How will the user be informed about the progress of each task? And what information is 
necessary in each case? 
 
As for the AO UM, the UM-related functionalities are coupled with application functionalities. 
Table 3 shows that item 6 on the system side of the Basic Event Sequence denotes functionality 
associated with the PF UM. Such UM-related functionalities are defined in many other application 
requirements. Unlike the AO UM functionalities, which are always found in the alternative paths, 
the PF UM functionalities always appear in the basic event sequence. 
 
We found that there are 12 application scenarios for the progress feedback functionality. The whole 
tree is shown in Fig. 5. The scenarios are conditioned by the possible responses to the elicitation 
questions and by the type of technology to be used. As in Fig. 2, the elements represented in 
rounded rectangles denote the issues which together generate the different cases. Unlike AO UM, 
however, the elements represented in sharp-angled rectangles specify whether or not the 
programming language handles multithreading. Fig. 5 highlights the scenario called 
MultithreadedPlw/Infow/oCancelw/MSG, which occurs if a process with progress information 
cannot be cancelled, must display a message for users upon process completion and uses 
multithreaded technology. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Progress Feedback UM application scenarios 
 
The responsibilities identified for the PF UM are: 
 
 If progress information is available and the technology is multithreaded, determine whether a 
process is still active. 
 Generate a server-side mechanism for the active process to update and report progress. 
 Create a cyclical process that queries the progress of a task until completion. 
 Display the right progress indicator depending on the available information. 
 Inform the user of task completion. 
 Display the completion message and close the progress indicator. 
 
 
Five components were defined to fulfil these responsibilities: 
 
 ProgressFeedbackUI. This component displays the right progress indicator depending on the 
available information —time, percentage, processed units, tasks completed—, or an 
indeterminate progress indicator when no information is available. It paints the progress 
indicator on the UI according to the parameters that it is given: title, size, process name, task 
name, modal or modeless, initial value, etc. It changes the values displayed at any time. It can 
reposition the progress indicator on the UI. It informs the user of process completion as 
instructed. It displays the Close or Cancel button and a completion message when necessary. It 
closes the progress indicator. 
 ProcessChecker. This component is able to determine whether a process is still active. It 
establishes whether or not the progress indicator should still be displayed and checks its 
progress. 
 ProgressFeedbackHandler. This component handles the user-generated events and server 
responses. It launches the right options depending on the event and the information it receives. 
It also accounts for the possibility of there being more than one progress indicator active at the 
same time. It is responsible for creating and updating the ProgressFeedbackUI class instances in 
order to display and update the information on screen. It manages cyclical processes that query 
a server object progress value every x units of time. 
 ProgressResult. This is the server-side component that maintains the process progress 
information per session. Its function is to update and provide the process progress information 
when requested. 
 FeedbackFUF. This component is a class that is used as a façade between the system and 
progress feedback functionalities. Its responsibility is to distribute the requests to usability 
functionality components reducing dependence on the application functionality. 
 
In order to describe the interaction between these components, a sequence diagram is built for each 
scenario of the scenarios tree. Fig. 6 shows the sequence diagram for the scenario highlighted in the 
tree shown in Fig. 5. The final design proposed as a pattern for the PF UM and its specification as 
an implementation-oriented design pattern is shown in Table 6. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Sequence diagram for MultithreadedPIw/Infow/oCancelw/MSG 
Table 6. PF UM design pattern 
NAME Progress Feedback UM 
PROBLEM When a system process is likely to block the UI for longer than two seconds, the user must be 
informed about the progress of the requested task.  
CONTEXT Highly interactive web applications and time-consuming processes that interrupt the UI for longer 
than two seconds 
SOLUTION 
Components are required to fulfil the responsibilities associated with the UM. They are: 
 A component that displays the right progress indicator depending on the available information: time, percentage, 
number of units processed, task completed or indeterminate progress indicator (if no quantities are known). 
 Generate a server-side mechanism for the active process to update and report progress. 
 Create a cyclical process that queries the progress of a task until completion. 
 A component to inform the user of task completion. 
 A component that displays the completion message and closes the progress indicator. 
 If progress information is available and the technology is multithreaded, determine whether a process is still 
active. 
STRUCTURE 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
 Create a ProgressFeedbackUI component as a widget to display the progress indicator and the user warning. A 
widget or control is an element of the graphical user interface (GUI) that displays information; it can run as a 
small standalone program but functions in this case as a process within the same application. 
 Create a ProgressFeedbackHandler class that acts as the handler of the main UM functions: periodically check the 
progress of a task or process to a component on the server (multithreaded systems) or may be informed from a 
client component forward (single-threaded systems), update the progress indicator and close the progress indicator 
when it is necessary. 
 If progress information can be gathered on the process while it is running on the server (multithreaded systems), 
create a ProgressResult class on the server side to which the process will report its progress and which can be 
queried from the client. 
 Create a CheckerProcess class that stores and provides information on whether a process is active. 
 Create a FeedbackFUF component that operates like a façade for all the components that are used in the progress 
feedback FUF functionality implementation: ProgressFeedbackHandler, ProgressFeedbackUI, CheckerProcess 
and ProgressResult. 
 Implement, through the Create () method of the FeedbackFUF façade, the right functionality in the application so 
that, for each process that takes more than two seconds, the progress indicator starts with appropriate parameters. 
 Implement the right functionality in the application so that, in multithreaded systems, the ProgressResult 
component will be updated with the right progress information and, in single-threaded systems, calls will be made 
to the server so that progress information can be supplied through the FeedbackFUF façade. 
 Implement the right functionality in order to inform through the  FeedbackFUF façade when a process is cancelled 
in order to update the respective information in the widget (cancelling message) and also deactivate the process 
using the ProcessChecker class. 
 Implement the right functionality in order to close the progress indicator and send a notice or message when 
necessary. 
RELATED PATTERNS Singleton Pattern, Façade Pattern and MVC Pattern. 
Table 7 is an excerpt from the PHP PF UM programming pattern example section. Note that this is 
the client-side code and is therefore written in Javascript. The full programming pattern for the 
PHP PF UM is available at http://www.grise.upm.es/sites/extras/7/PP_PF_PHP.pdf, and the 
VB .NET and Java patterns are accessible at http://www.grise.upm.es/sites/extras/7/ 
PP_PF_VB_NET.pdf and http://www.grise.upm.es/sites/extras/7/PP_PF_Java.pdf, respectively. 
 
Table 7. Excerpt from the PHP PF UM programming pattern example section 
EXAMPLE 
Create a ProgressFeedbackUI component as a widget to display the progress indicator and the user warning. 
/* -------------------------------------------------- 
//Widget: ProgressFeedbackUI 
-----------------------------------------------------*/ 
(function( $, undefined ) { 
$.widget( "ui.ProgressFeedbackUI", { 
  options: { 
    width: "300px", 
    modal: false, 
    name: null, 
labelTop: null, 
labelBottom: null, 
labelMin: null, 
labelMax: null, 
labelValue: null, 
viewCancel: false, 
autoClose: false, 
    align: {}, 
    value: 0 
  }, 
  _create: function() { 
//Create progress feedback 
this.element 
.addClass('ui-progress-feedback') 
      .attr({role: 'progressFeedback'}); 
 
    this.$dialogBox = $('<div class="ui-progress-feedback-box ui-widget ui-widget-
content ui-corner-all"></div>').appendTo(this.element);   
    //Addheader 
. 
. 
(…) 
 
 
5. Applying D&P patterns in case studies: opinion of developers  
This section reports the results of the second part of the research concerning the evaluation of the 
use of the proposed solution by independent developers. As mentioned in Section 3, we evaluated 
three issues: ease of understanding of each pattern, ease of use of each pattern and impact on the 
developed web application. Each developer was to use the reusable elements that they were given 
and document the whole process in response to questions or taking the measurements set out in 
Table 8. The key findings from the analysis of developer responses are highlighted below.  
 
5.1. Ease of understanding 
 
As regards the first issue, the first noteworthy point is that the two developers had different 
impressions with respect to the ease of understanding of the usability functionality elicitation 
guidelines. Whereas one of the developers had no difficulty in applying the guidelines, the other 
considered that he had not received enough information about how to apply the guidelines. This is 
an important concern as regards the documentation of the entire process. The results of the analysis 
of the responses associated with this issue range from unclear explanations in the documents to the 
usual problems with applying new concepts like the pattern or new technologies like jQuery. The 
developers had to ask for more help from the researcher, thoroughly swot up on the delivered 
artefacts and look into additional issues unaided, all of which was very time consuming.  
 Table 8. Issues, questions and measurements for evaluating the proposed patterns 
Issues for 
evaluation 
Questions and measurements 
Issue 1 (I1): 
Ease of pattern 
understanding  
Q1.1: What problems or obstacles did you encounter when trying to understand the 
pattern? 
Q1.2: What additional mechanisms or activities did you need in order to understand 
the pattern? 
Q1.3: What might improve the learning process? 
Quantitative measurements: 
M1.1: Time taken to understand the pattern 
Issue 2 (I2): 
Ease of pattern 
use  
Q2.1: What problems or obstacles did you encounter when you used the pattern? 
Q2.2: What facilities did you find the proposed solution offered? 
Q2.3: If you were unable to use the solution in any activity, why? 
Q2.4: How can the proposal be improved to further ease of use? 
Q2.5: Was the solution modified or were additional artefacts generated as a result of 
pattern use? 
Quantitative measurements 
M2.1: Time taken to implement the pattern 
M2.2: How many elements within each activity were affected by solution use (impact 
level)? 
Issue 3 (I3): 
Result of 
pattern 
application 
Q3.1: Do the final applications include the usability functionalities? 
Q3.2: Does pattern use have any appreciable benefits? 
Q3.3: Would you use the patterns again in future development projects? 
Quantitative measurements: 
M3.1: Complexity level 
 
As regards pattern understanding, the pattern learning curve is sizeable. At the level of process 
activities, the time taken by developers to understand the patterns at analysis and design level was 
found to be different to the time that they needed to understand the programming patterns. Whereas 
it took both developers a similar length of time to understand the patterns at the analysis and design 
level, there was found to be a significant difference (over 14 times) at the programming level. One 
possible explanation is the difference between the programming styles of the two developers and 
the additional activities they performed in order to learn the patterns. For example, one of the 
developers took much longer to understand the patterns because he took it upon himself to build 
demo applications including the functionality of each UM. 
 
The developers provided input to improve the problem-solving artefacts and make them easier to 
understand. This should make it easier for other developers to understand the patterns. The end 
result was that developers acquired a full understanding of each pattern and generated 
improvements. This is consistent with the pattern concept. Note that demo applications are an 
essential part of programming patterns, although their inclusion does not guarantee learning or final 
application, and a priori knowledge of the versions of the technologies in which the code operates 
is important. 
 
5.2. Ease of pattern use 
 
As regards this second issue, although the developers consider that the solution is very complex, 
they had no trouble including the patterns in the analysis and design class diagrams. They did, 
however, find it hard to adopt the patterns in the sequence diagrams. Looking at Table 9, for 
example, it is clear that both developers found the impact level of the AO UM on application 
functionalities to be high. In fact, 87% and 82% of uses cases are affected by the AO UM 
functionality. On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 4.1, 22 scenarios were identified for the 
AO UM. The selection of the right scenario depends on the UM functionality required by each use 
case. Therefore, more components have to be taken into account when the use case sequence 
diagrams are built. Although the impact for the PF UM is low (Table 9), the interaction between its 
components is, as shown in Fig. 6, complex. This complexity will mean that they are harder to 
include in the sequence diagrams of the affected use cases. The developers concluded that this issue 
could be improved by hiding the details of the pattern behaviour behind a façade component.  
 
As regards the design-level facilities, both developers agreed that it is easy to find interfaces that 
connect the UM design with the system design, communicated via a single connection point 
(façade). They drew attention to the fact that that the UM designs clearly show method calls from 
any system object. 
 
The programming-level problems were related to the incompatibility between the technologies 
used by the developers and the programming pattern technologies, like the jQuery library and the 
Java Server Faces framework used by one of the developers. The other developer was unable to use 
the widget proposed for the PF UM with the VB .Net controls. To solve the technology 
incompatibility problems, some adaptations were made before implementation went ahead. One 
was a small change to the Javascript code. This provided for the straightforward implementation of 
the AO UM and also generated another version of the library compatible with other Java 
technology. The VB .NET developer replaced the ASP.NET by html controls and was able to use 
the PF UM widget without progress information. 
 
Both developers underscored that demos were important both for understanding the design and 
code and for confirming that the code works. Another issue on which the developers agreed is that 
it is helpful for the programming patterns to be presented as tutorials, using a structured format 
describing the specific problem-solving steps and their implementation in pre-coded libraries. 
Finally, they also agreed that the AO UM pattern is easy to use second time round. 
 
The developers also measured the number of new classes added by each UM. Table 10 shows the 
percentage increase of system classes when using the patterns. We found that although the 
percentages vary, the ratio is the same. This is only logical because the design-level solution is the 
same even though the code varies depending on the language used. 
 
Table 9. Percentage of affected use cases (UC) in each case study (CS) 
Usability mechanism 
No. affected UC/ 
Total No. UC in CS1 % CS1 
No. affected UC / Total 
No. UC in CS2 % CS2 
Abort Operation 13/15 High (87%) 18/22 High (82%) 
Progress Feedback 4/15 Low (27%) 7/22 Low (32%) 
 
Table 10. Number of affected classes 
Usability mechanism 
No. new classes / Total 
no. classes in CS1 % CS1 
No. new classes / Total 
no. classes in CS2 % CS2 
Abort Operation 3/34 9% 3/18 14% 
Progress Feedback 7/34 21% 5/18 22% 
 
5.3 Result of pattern application 
 
With respect to the third issue, developers evaluated several issues in order to establish the 
complexity level. Complexity can be measured by the number of classes used, number of messages 
exchanged by classes and internal logical complexity of the code of each class. The message 
exchange level is defined as the use of methods or attributes defined in one class by another. This is 
called the level of coupling, and, by definition, reuse will be harder if coupling is high. In this case, 
we make a distinction between the level of coupling between the UM functionality classes and the 
level of coupling between the UM functionality and the application classes.  
 For the AO UM, we found that the level of coupling between the pattern classes is high, but the 
logical complexity of each class is low. The complexity of the internal message exchange is hidden 
by using a façade class providing a single point of connection with the UM functionality. On the 
other hand, the level of coupling between the UM and applications functionality is high, ranging 
from at least two up to six calls per application scenario. This coupling level depends on the 
number of options available in each UM-related application. For example, the level of coupling is 
substantially greater if an information update form contains the quit application, cancel operation 
and clear form options. 
 
For the PF UM, we found that both the level of coupling between the UM classes and the 
complexity of the internal logic of the classes is high. The level of coupling with the applications 
functionality is lower than for the AO UM and is mostly no greater than one on the client side, 
although it can be as much as two at server-side design level. The UM functionality is again used 
through a façade class that encapsulates the UM functionality. 
 
As a result of the evaluation of the complexity level, the developers concluded that, even though 
the AO UM is highly coupled with the applications functionality, reuse is feasible because it calls 
and uses the same methods over again. So, it is really just a matter of copying and pasting to the 
parts of the application where it is required. Additionally, because the complexity of the internal 
logic of the UM is low, it is easy to understand how the code works and, if necessary, make 
changes.  
 
In the PF UM case, on the other hand, although a single point of connection is used on the client 
side, independent processes also have to be implemented on the server side. These processes are 
executed in parallel to the main application process (multithreading) in order to gather progress 
information. This leads to a design change and an increase in code complexity. Additionally, if, as 
happened to developer 1, the technologies are incompatible and the internal code of the UM does 
not work properly, its complexity will prevent possible alternative solutions from being easily 
understood and found. 
 
Another case identified by developers is where the AO UM and the PF UM are both implemented 
for one and the same application functionality. In these cases, there is a lot more interaction, but the 
required functionalities can be implemented because each UM operates independently. 
 
6. Discussion 
 
The proposed solutions are based on previous research that has identified the usability 
recommendations associated with the AO UM and the PF UM. The recommendations are stated as 
specific functionalities to be built into systems. These functionalities are taken into account from 
the start of the development process using requirements elicitation guidelines. This assures that the 
required functionalities will be implemented in the applications. The solutions have been used 
successfully on at least three occasions, thereby satisfying one of the premises of the pattern 
concept. Also both the original developments and the case studies used for evaluation are based on 
real requirements. Even so, the solutions are open to continuous improvement and will need to be 
applied in many other developments. 
 
6.1. Threats to proposal 
 
The results of the evaluation cannot be generalized as only two case studies have been conducted. 
However, it is noteworthy that the final results are successful and useful. They are successful in the 
sense that developers were able to understand and use the reusable elements with which they were 
provided. In the case of the AO UM, they also achieved the expected results, that is, the final 
applications provided the usability functionality. They are useful in the sense that, where they 
failed to achieve the expected outcome, the causes were identified and the solution could be 
improved. 
 
The level of abstraction is another threat to the solution. At a very low level of abstraction like 
programming, there will be similarly effective alternative ways of implementing the same 
functionalities. On this ground, the proposed implementation-oriented design patterns describe the 
implementation in a detailed but programming language-independent manner. Accordingly, expert 
programmers can rely on experience to perform the implementation. There are also limitations 
related to the application type. This study focused on web applications, whose features and 
behaviour differ from other application types. Usability functionalities can sometimes be harder to 
implement in web applications than in desktop applications. 
 
We now discuss the different features of the proposed reusable solutions in order to grasp the 
implications of building each usability functionality into a web application. 
 
6.2. Features of reusable solutions 
 
As regards the way in which the UM components interact with the application components, we find 
that the two UMs (AO and PF) are highly coupled with application functionalities. This is 
illustrated by the sequence diagrams (Fig. 3 and Fig. 6) showing that the interaction between the 
UM components and the system components is high. Fig. 3 shows the sequence diagram for one of 
the AO UM application scenarios (highlighted in Fig. 2). This is the scenario where a user cancels 
an operation, the UM component recognizes that there are unsaved changes and asks the user if 
they should be saved, the user saves the changes, and another component associated with the UM 
executes the respective operation successfully. Taking into account that a total of 22 application 
scenarios were identified for the AO UM, there is a significant number of possible interactions 
between the UM functionality and the application.  
 
However, one of the findings of the evaluation of pattern use is that this feature behaves differently 
for each UM at implementation level in web applications. In the AO UM case, communication with 
the application is confined to simple method calls that execute the odd functionality, the application 
functionality is unaffected because the AO UM components encapsulate everything that they need 
to know to execute their functionalities. Despite the fact that interaction with the application is high, 
it is performed via a single façade. Using a single façade component to represent the solution in the 
sequence diagram would simplify its representation, making the diagram and its respective 
programming more legible. 
 
In the case of the PF UM, the application does have to perform additional functionalities in order to 
deliver information to UM components. Besides, either the application has to implement processes 
in separate threads or significant changes have to be made to the application in order to divide 
server-side tasks into smaller processes so that their progress can be checked from the client side. 
Both options increase development costs. 
 
The AO UM is implemented using simple methods, and developers have no trouble studying and 
understanding their operation. On the other hand, methods associated with components for the PF 
UM are very complex, which is an obstacle to the developer being able to make changes. On top of 
this, the developer was in this case inexperienced in Javascript, and particularly the jQuery library, 
the technology used to develop the client side. 
 
The internal complexity of the PF UM functionality is reflected in the sequence diagrams of its 12 
application scenarios. For example, Fig. 6 shows the sequence diagram of one such scenario, called 
MultithreadedPIw/Infow/oCancelw/MSG, which is highlighted in Fig. 5. The sequence diagram 
shows that there are two cycles. One of the cycles is associated with the usability functionality and 
serves the purpose of querying the progress of a process at set time intervals while the process is 
running. The other cycle is on the server side. It is associated with the application functionality and 
serves the purpose of periodically updating the active process progress information for query and 
display. 
 
Analysing the above features of the UMs we find that implementing the HCI recommendations 
associated with each UM involves adding new functionalities with different coupling levels and 
complexity to the web applications. Based on a detailed study of the functionalities we believe that 
it is possible to establish intermediate solutions for implementing the usability recommendations. 
These solutions would have different levels of complexity at design and technological level and 
consequently different costs at implementation level. Some examples of these solutions follow. 
 
For the AO UM, in response to the recommendation stating that it should be possible to cancel a 
process that lasts more than 10 seconds, two possible designs can be implemented: update the 
system state to the point where the process is cancelled, or implement a transactional design 
whereby, if the process is cancelled, the system reverts to its initial state without making any 
changes. For the recommendation stating that users should be warned if there are unsaved changes 
and asked whether they should be saved, there are also several options. One is for the system 
simply to warn users that there are unsaved changes and offer users the choice of going back and 
saving the changes. The other is for the system to warn users and know how to save the changes if 
users select this option. 
 
For the PF UM, all of the progress indicators that need to provide progress information require 
additional system functionalities. They depend on the application functionality and the type of 
progress information that it can supply. Consequently, they will need to handle multithreaded 
processes. Other options that do not require the implementation of multithreaded processes are to 
subdivide a process into several tasks, whereby users can be informed of the number of completed 
tasks, or to simply use an indeterminate progress indicator until task completion.  
 
As shown in Fig. 7, the functionality of each UM is represented by application scenarios, the 
functionalities are covered by responsibilities that are implemented by means of components. 
Components are converted into classes, whose interaction makes up the generic UM design. For 
example, in the case of the scenario highlighted in Fig. 2, which represents the case where a button 
on a form is pressed to cancel an operation, there are changes to be saved, the changes are saved 
successfully and the application reverts to the previous state. This scenario includes all the 
responsibilities defined for the AO UM. The system has to recognize that the cancel button has 
been pressed. If it does, the application must see whether there are changes to the form to be saved. 
If there are, a message must be displayed asking users whether they want to save the changes. If the 
user assents, the system must know how to save the changes and must save the changes. Finally, 
the system must know how to revert to the previous state. This illustrates how the responsibilities 
are inferred from the scenario, as shown on the left of Figure 7. The responsibility of listening for 
user actions and asking whether to save changes (R1) is associated with the UndoCancelFUF 
(Component 1). This is the same component as has been defined as a class that also operates as a 
façade for the functionalities of the AO UM (see Table 4 under the structure heading). 
 
Implementing new solutions would mean analysing each and every one of these five levels in order 
to evaluate whether the new solution generates a new scenario and/or new responsibility. If a new 
responsibility is discovered, it has to be determined whether any of the existing components can 
fulfil the responsibility without loss of cohesion or whether, contrariwise, a new component has to 
be created. Depending on this, classes would either be modified or created. In the latter case, the 
interaction with the generic design would be established and the implementation-oriented design 
pattern modified. Finally, the code would be modified according to the final design, and all the 
programming patterns would be modified. 
 
  
Fig. 7. Scenarios, responsibilities and components 
 
 
7. Conclusions and future work 
 
We have established that it is possible to output reusable solutions for later activities in the web 
applications development process. As the solutions target later activities in the development 
process, their level of abstraction is lower and they could be specified as implementation-oriented 
design patterns and programming patterns. 
 
On account of the features of web applications, we get two types of reusable results for 
implementing the AO and PF UMs. One is for the client side and the other is for the server side. 
For the client side, we get a single design and code for each UM. The code is wrapped up as a 
totally reusable library. This is tested code that will enable the UM functionality to be efficiently 
implemented. It encapsulates the functionality of all the affected application scenarios and can be 
easily adapted to developments using other server-side languages. 
 
As regards the server side, the implementation-oriented design is able to adapt the code for 
different applications even if they use different programming languages. The delivered code serves 
as an example, and there is a possibility of using the cut-and-paste option for other implementations.  
 
The evaluation by independent developers pinpointed flaws in the documentation and the need to 
provide additional artefacts, like demo applications using real-world examples, to make the 
solution easier to understand. We also found that many of the reusable artefacts provided were 
useful. Although they took longer to understand and use first time round, the independent 
developers considered that they are potentially reusable in other implementations. As the definition 
of pattern implies, this solution is open to continuous improvement. With each new implementation, 
improvements will be able to be made, new functionalities added, the design refined and new 
useful code developed for other languages or versions. 
 
As regards the PF UM, we found that even more functionality needed to be encapsulated for ease 
of use, because its internal complexity, plus the design and technological requirements to be met by 
the web application, makes the solution hard to use. The developers agreed that the design of the 
PF UM was a good basis for finding a solution that meets the associated requirements and is easier 
to reuse. Despite these difficulties, the developer who used the VB .NET language was able to 
implement the indeterminate progress indicator using the respective pattern. 
 
Both independent developers managed to use the AO UM design pattern and the Java and 
VB .NET programming patterns successfully. They managed to implement the UM functionality in 
the web applications. Even though the proposed solution for this UM is highly coupled with the 
application functionality, giving the impression of it being very hard to implement, developers 
found it very useful and think that they would use it in future developments. 
 
Apart from the patterns, developers were also supplied with other artefacts used in the early 
activities of the development process. This means that effective pattern use depends on their being 
part of a larger solution. We conclude that it is useful but not sufficient to specify the reusable 
solutions identified as patterns. This is not surprising because the presented patterns target later 
activities within the development process and therefore depend on artefacts from the early process 
activities. The research process was able to establish the other artefacts upon which they depend: 
requirements elicitation guidelines and application scenarios with the respective sequence diagrams 
which provide an understanding of UM interaction with the application. Additionally, as they are 
programming patterns, they also include code libraries. 
 
Some of the reusable solutions have been used successfully to build the usability functionality into 
the final application. As they have only been applied in the original three case studies and the two 
evaluations means, however, they have need of further use and improvement in other developments 
before the results can be generalized. On this ground, one of the future lines of research is to set up 
a web site to publish these patterns 
 
As part of another line of future research we aim to look for and specify reusable elements as 
patterns for the Preferences UM and evaluate the results. The Preferences UM meets the criteria 
used to select the first UMs: impact level on design in terms of number of affected functionalities, 
ease of recognition by system users and ease of evaluation from the viewpoint of HCI guidelines. 
We will weigh up the possibility of enacting the same process for other UMs within the same 
family of FUFs in order to establish whether it is possible to share reusable elements across similar 
usability functionalities. Yet another line of research would focus on defining different usability 
levels and how they relate to more or less costly solutions at the level of web applications 
development. 
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